Report Concerning Interference with International
Mail Delivery by USPS Employees
Mark Eugene Moffett, International Notary serving as Notary Presenter for the Human Rights Defenders
for the Government of The United States of America reports as follows, events of the past week as they
relate to his duties as Notary Presenter:
1) Notary has been sending 9x12 envelopes as Certified Mail with return receipt for over a month.
Said mail was prepared and stamped with +21 Continental Stamps and dropped in local drop
boxes on the street where USPS collected them, entered the tracking numbers and tracked
them to the intended destination usually, but not always, with return receipt confirmation by
green card… also trackable online.
2) Since these mailings are on behalf of the General Postmaster Council and Human Rights
Tribunal, and to conform with international standards, an upgrade to Registered Mail was
deemed more desirable and secure. The first such mailing (one envelope only) was taken to the
local Post Office (Choctaw Station) in Laurel, Mississippi on August 19, 2015 where postage was
refused at the counter by Stephanie (the clerk) as “phoney baloney”. That packet was then
mailed using USPS Registered postage and tracked to destination and the other 7 envelopes
were sent Certified by dropping them in the street receptacle, also tracked to destination,
except for one envelope with 5 processes in it which has disappeared. No tracking was ever
recorded this packet to a Sheriff and his 4 deputies in Minnesota.
3) A week later, mail (2 envelopes) was mailed as Registered on Wednesday, August 26th and
another presentment was mailed (8 envelopes) the following day as Registered and dropped in
the street mail box. Within a few days these 10 envelopes were collected by someone at the
Laurel Post Office, placed in two USPS envelopes (2 in one and 8 in the other), and returned to
the Notary Presenter with a letter indicating that the postage was not sufficient. The green card
on one in each envelope had been torn revealing the mailbox address where USPS mail directed
to the Notary Presenter is received. All envelopes show only the international mailing address
for the Human Rights Tribunal. This was an interruption of process involved in a Tribunal
International Process. These returns were received by the Notary on Saturday, August 29th and
Monday, August 31, 2015 respectively at the Hattiesburg UPS Store.
4) Notary went to the main Post Office in Laurel, Mississippi on Monday to request an investigation
into who tampered with this international Mail and was instructed to return the next day to talk
with the local Postmaster, Rickey Lester. On Tuesday, Notary, who is also a General Postmaster
with the General Post Office, met with Rickey Lester and inquired as to why international mail
had been stopped. It soon became obvious that Mr. Lester has no understanding that his
employer is a Private Corporation… NOT a government. He was adamant about not allowing the
mail to be delivered absent USPS Postage. He has no concept that The United States of America
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is foreign. As far as he was and is concerned mail from The United States of America to the
United States is domestic and requires USPS Postage… period.
5) The Notary conferred with his fellow general postmasters before going online to usps.com and
filing Notice of a problem via email. This Notice basically referenced the above and stated the
problem is that the National Government is not able to send its mail with its own stamps
suggesting that ignorance and a lack of training needed to be addressed.
6) To his credit Mr. Lester had offered to forward the mail to Jackson and get a ruling as to its
validity. The next morning… today… Wednesday, September 2nd … he contacted the Notary
around 9:00 AM and told the Notary that Jackson hierarchy had agreed that the stamps have no
validity and Registered Mail must be initiated at the counter using USPS Postage. The mail was
effectively stopped by the people supposed to deliver it.
7) Late in the day… around 3:30 PM, the Notary was contacted by a lady within the Hattiesburg
Post Office. Notary failed to get her name as he was not expecting the call when it came in and
the surrounding conditions were not conducive to hearing clearly. The Notary did ascertain that
she was calling in reference to the online Notice of a problem/inquiry and she was seeking
clarification of the issue. She was very polite but she also had no understanding of how mail
initiated within her United States could be foreign… or that this mail was actually initiated
outside the United States within The United States of America. She never did seem to grasp the
fact that The United States of America is foreign to (different than) the United States Manhattan
Island. She eventually told the Notary that she, like Mr. Lester in Laurel, had no authority to do
anything other than what her superiors in Jackson had said. She stated that Notary must take
this problem to someone higher up the chain if anything can be done about it.
8) Notary later called the number saved in his cell phone to speak with that lady again, only to
learn that she was unavailable. No one seemed to know for sure who she was but the names
Tosha and Michelle surfaced. Eventually Notary spoke with Michelle Jordan, another friendly
and polite representative. She asked what the nature of the call is and Notary explained the
situation. Again, Notary was met with a total lack of understanding. She thinks she works for
the government in the Post Office. She stated that postal regulations required mail initiated and
dropped within the United States must bear USPS Postage. Notary told her “that may be USPS
regs but is not postal regs. Nations within nations can drop mail anywhere. Notary asked her
why USPS does not hold up other mail bearing foreign stamps and she said because it did not
originate inside the United States. Trying to explain that his mail did not originate in the United
States was impossible.
9) Notary informed Michelle that the basic problem is her private corporation is denying the
National Government of America the right to publish its own stamps and use its own currency
and is stopping delivery of international mail. Michelle Jordan was also told that this Notary will
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be filing a report, and sent to the US Department of State and she will be named in it along with
Tosha. No threats were made and there was no obvious ill will by any of the parties involved.
On September 2, 2015, I affix my autograph by electronic means to this report and forward it to
the General Post Master Council.
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The Government of The United States of America,

office of the registrar
Rural Free Delivery Route 1,
The United States of America,
Global Postal Code-NAC:850H2 MR7C8
E-mail: registrar@generalpostoffice.international
Phone: (602) 845-0473
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